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Rapper Wiz Khalifa will be
performing at the University
this weekend. Check it out -
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University offers
students options
to help fight SAD
By D.inicllc- Rite

"The problem with

Reporter

www. bgviews.com

more bang

for your buck
the final part in a four-part series on how to save money
Compiled by Janae Awry | Reporter
U=M

this disorder is that
Lack of energy, moodiness, cravmany people don't
ings and fatigue are all symptoms BMOCiated With Seasonal
know that it exists..."
Affective Disorder.
Rob Quimby | Psychology Intern
SAD is a type of depression that
occurs as the days grow shorter in
was an actual disorder," she said.
the fall and winter, according to
"It's interesting because, when I
WebMdD.com.
"lypically. people begin to feel
think about it, 1 have friends who
tired and withdrawn," said Hob
have some of these symptoms
and 1 just assumed it was a phase
Quinby, a pre-doctoral psychology intern at the University's
they were going through."
"It is really sad that this isn't
Counseling Center.
talked about more. When 1 think
Quinby said that although a
back to my friends who exhibit
lot of people are affected by SAD,
a lot of the symptoms, it makes
many are unaware.
me worried because then' is this
"The problem with this disorder is that many people don't
disorder that so many people
know that it exists and it can
don't know about so they can't
often result in depression if not
get it treated."
treated," he said.
There are many methods for
Student Laura Smith was not
aware of SAD.
See WINTER | Page 2
"I didn't have any idea that this

Find furniture

for LESS

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Professor files lawsuit
against the University
Canchu Lin. an assistant professor in the
Department of Communications, filed a
lawsuit against the University on the grounds
of discrimination Jan 5.
Lin claimed he was denied tenure and a
promotion because he is Chinese American,
according to the lawsuit. He also claimed he

ITEM

BIG LOTS

WALMART

MEIJER

FUTON FRAME

$89.99

$99.00

$18999

FUTON MATTRESS

$99.99

(ALL TOGETHER)

(ALL TOGETHER)

FLOORLAMP

$999

$13.00

$12.99

TWIN COMFORTERS/
SHAMS

$18.00

$9.00

$13.99

was denied a committee position based on
his race.
Lin is seeking compensation in the form of
$1 million, attorneys fees and other costs as
well as being granted tenure and the promotion to associate professor.
Dave Kielmeyer. senior director of
Communications at the University, released
the University's statement on the lawsuit.
"We cannot comment on pending litigation."

'These are only a few places in Bowling Green where you can get furniture items for less.

ACOUSTIC SERENADE

Students filing taxes can
do so online, in-office
By AUx Aspachvr

"It's easy to just let

Reporter

NATHAN f UKONICH

W ft'i WWS

RISING TALENT: Singer, songwriter, and performer Cory Breth put on a great show last night for students at the Greenery in the Union. Breth showcased
some original works of his own. as well as songs by Coldplay. Lady Gaga. Switchfoot and Sting.

CAMPUS

FORUM

Though the options have never
been greater for students to file
taxes online, often for free, considering a tax service may still be
worth the visit.
Many students simply don't deal
with their own taxes, since most of
them are filing as dependents of
their parents.
"My dad handles mine," said Joe
lierger. "It's easy to just let him do
it through I l&R Block online, and 1
think it's free."
Large tax chains like 1 l&fi Block.
Jackson Hewitt and Liberty Tax
Service have locations in Bowling
(ireen, and there are a handful of
bookkeepers and accounting firms
around town as well.
Most people confident in handling their own returns can file
for free by choosing from a large
collection of online services, which
are even offered by some of the
tax service companies themselves.

SPORTS

him do it through
H&R Block online,
and I think it's free."
Competition with free do-it-yourself options has forced companies
like liberty to entice business in
new ways.
Not only does Liberty draw
customers with "wavers," people
dressed in Statue of Liberty costumes, but they also offer a $50
bonus with the purchase of tax services, said Chris (iang, owner of the
North Main Street franchise. The
cost varies based on the difficulty
of one's returns and when they are
filed. (Jang said.
"Usually taxes are a pain-staking,
See TAXES | Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What do you do in the winter months to stay

Its always 'sunny' in the Stroh

Getting over relationships

Falcons take on Central Michigan

Because of security and electrical

Columnist Stephan Reed gives students

Looking for its fifth Mid- American Conference win

restrictions, the new athletic arena's

insight on how to get over past

of the season, the BG women's basketball team will

JAMEEKA MARSHALL
Freshman, Undecided

interior lights will remain lit 24 hours a day

relationships in a mature way so both

tip off at noon Saturday against Central Michigan

"I listen to Michael Jackson."

until May | Page 3

parties will feel comfortable | Page 4

in Anderson Arena | Page 6
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cheerful?
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VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: VIDEO ABOUT HOW COLLEGE STUDENTS DEAL WITH WINTER STRESS
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18 & Up* 21 & over FREE

THUR..JAN.20

12:41 AM.
8 54 P.M.
Zachary J. Savage, 20. of
Samantha M. Brent. 21. of
Whitehouse. Ohio was cited
Bowling Green, was cited for
for underage under the influopen container in a motor
vehicle within the 1000 block of ence within the 100 block of N
Main St.
Fairview Ave.

1042 P.M.
Complainant reported that
an unknown subject threw a
beer bottle at his vehicle and
cracked his windshield within
the 500 block of N. Prospect St.

11:26 P.M.
Andrew Bretz. of Erie. Pa., was
cited for possession of marijuana at Harshman Anderson.
Anthony Bagmski. of Erie. Pawas cited for possession of
marijuana and possession drug
paraphernalia at Harshman
Anderson.

WINTER
From Page 1
coping with the disorder,
Quinby said.
"One way would be to let
natural light into a room
by opening windows," he
said. "Keeping a log of your
schedule and energy levels

is another method."
Another way to avoid
SAD is to simply go to
bed earlier.

"Avoid staying up late as
much as possible." 0"inhy
said." It disrupts your
sleeping schedule ami can
alter you biological dock."

Faith Yingling, director of

PRE pftim

DJ MANNY

BLOTTER
WED., JAN. 19

tm\ tm \M M iu -

202A.M
Meagan Marie Ramsay. 19. of
Toledo, was cited for operating
a vehicle impaired and underage under the influence near
the corner of North Prospect
Street and East Merry Avenue

*

ONLINE: Go to bgviewuom for
the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

the Wellness Connection,
said students experiencing SAD should slay away
from alcohol.
"Avoid alcohol because
alcohol is a depressant and
can work to enhance the
depression," she said.
Yingling said exercise and
a well-balanced diet are
also important to coping
with SAD.
"Exercise is a great
way to reduce stress,
boost self-esteem and
improve sleep," she said.
"Exercise also helps to
enhance our mood."
Yingling said the
University provides free
counseling, which can be

b

^„RtV»aoebooK,om/clazel
clazelnet

.,0PM TO CLOSE*

Governor Kasich unveils details
of new, private Ohio jobs panel
ByAnnSwintf
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Gov. John
Kasich said Thursday his
new privale economic development panel will help keep
jobs in Ohio at a time when
companies have contacted
him about leaving the state.
Kasich said his interim
state development director,
Mark Kvamme, was notified
of three plant closures on
his first day on the job. And
companies approach the
administration daily to say
other states are trying to get
them to move, he said.
"Ohio is under a siege,"
Kasich said. "It's become
very clear to me that we are

a great help for students
experiencing moodiness.
Quinby said the
Counseling Center does
allow walk-ins.
"I urge students, if they
are exhibiting some of the
symptoms, to come in and
speak with a counselor," he
said. "Oftentimes things
get better when you have
someone to talk to who can
be a sounding board .mil
offer advice on how to help."
The Counseling Center,
located in College Park, is
open and accepts walk-ins
Monday through Thursday
from 1:30-4:00 p.m. For
more information, contact
the center at 419-372-9535.

"[The Department of governor.
A private panel of execuDevelopment]... hasn't tives, industry experts and
been as effective... as
we would like."
John Kasich | Governor
in trouble in terms of being
able (0 stabilize the economy
of this state and — let alone
to think about how we can
go outside of the state and
start bringing people in."
Kasich's comments came
as he revealed new details of
his plans to replace the Ohio
Department of Development
with a nine-member, nonprofit board of business
leaders appointed by the

entrepreneurs is better
equipped to create jobs than
a bureaucratic government
agency, Kasich has argued.
"The department in many
ways has lost its focus," the
Republican governor said at
a news conference at Tamer
Steel Co. near downtown
Columbus. "And as a result
of having too many things
stuffed into that department, it clearly hasn't been as
effective or as efficient as we
would like."
More than 400 people
work at the state Department
of Development. The governor has said not all would

customers can typically
get a loan against their tax
return in a day or two. for
From
around $120.
Bonuses and loans sound
dreaded event," (Jang said,
"but if people can come attractive, especially to colin here and walk out with lege students, but it's imporsome money in their hand, tant not to overlook the seriit makes them a little hit ousness of the filing process.
"There's a lot of federal and
happier."
(iang called the bonus state income tax regulations
a "Liberty exclusive pro- that have come down from
gram," which runs until the IRS." Gang said.
February 15.
All college students should
Liberty and other tax know whether their parents
companies also offer refund claim them as a dependent,
anticipation loans for those as well as if they qualify for
who don't want to wait for various education credits.
a check from the Internal Many tools are available
Revenue Service. Fees apply from the government at
and can vary, but (iang said www.irs.gov.

TAXES

lose their jobs — though he
acknowledges some could.
The employees could apply
for JobsOhio positions; others would be relocated to
other state agencies.
The board, called JobsOhio,
would have four public
meetings a year but could
have closed-doors talks
about its negotiations with
businesses, Kasich said. "You
don't want to be negotiating
out in the public."
Its members would
serve four-year terms. They
wouldn't be paid but would
be reimbursed for expenses.
Kasich, a former 11■hni;in
Brothers managing director, would serve as JobsOhio
chairman.

TAX FILING TIPS:
■ Know whether you need to
file a tax return
■ Know whether someone is
claiming you as a dependent
■ Make sure you have the
required documents,
including a W-2 or final
2010 pay stub
■ Don't wait until the last
minute (this year's deadline
is April 18)
BTake advantage of education
credits
Information compiled from
www.bankrate com
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MECCA

• Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 •
• Apartments Available •
• Semester Leases •

"EXTRA, EXTRA"

• Minutes from BGSU *

First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrmaptforaone
bdrm price!

• Pet friendly community (
* Heat included *

Management Inc.

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

meccabg.com

READ ALL ABOUT IT!

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402

Located «t
^^
300 Napoleon Koud 4^>
in Bowline Green l^U (Only vulid if siynctl Iwfore 2/28/11)

419.353.5800

4»9-352-6335

FREE SIMPLE FEDERAL TAX
RETURN PREPARATION. SUDDENLY
TAXES SEEM LESS TAXING.
(FEDERAL FORM 1040EZ)
Come try the best tax professionals in the industry at a great price...FREE.
You pay nothing when H&R Block prepares your 2010 Federal Form 1040EZ.
With our expertise, you don't have to give up anything to get everything you
deserve. For more information, please visit us at hrblock.com/1040EZ But
hurry, the offer expires February 15, 2011.

Never settle for less.SM

WINTHR0P TERRACE
& SCIMMIT TERRACE
Winthrop Terrace & Summit Terrace
Apartments are dedicated to providing YOU
with the best housing otters in the area!
Free Gas (heat, hot water, cooking)
Free High Speed Internet I Free Basic Cable
Also Offered: Campus Shuttle Senict I
t'ltr Wdinlfiiancr Iiash

Rental Office: 419/352-9135
400 E Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green, OH 43402

H&R BLOCK'

Call or visit us now.
hrblock.com | 800-HRBLOCK
O2010 HHB

TM

Group. I«

The type ot fedetai return filed 11vncd upon the taipayeTs personal situation and HtS tulei and leguutiom FOOD 1040CZ t% generally uurdby Knote ind mdtned
ij^ymwrodonolhavedepc-xteritianddoriot itemize deductions TaiaWe income must be lew lh*n $100.000 (tndudtfig wayes. W**«H. ins taxable scholarships •
or Mlowship grants and u«mp*wmectcomoe"sat>rim Additonal tees apply with Famed income Oedrt ard 1c* Mite tax returns Ttopayef must meet IRScriteria to or
Federal Fwm I040IZ OHer avadableat participating US locations OMerexpK« Feb 15. 2011 C2010 MRS TaxGioup. Inc

YEAR ROUND TAX SERVICE
PLENTY OF PARKING IN THE REAR
200 S Main Si
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone: 419-352-9467
Mon-Fri 9:00 am to 9:00 pm
Sal 9:00 am to SOO pm
Sun 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
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Energy use in Stroh
Center necessary for
project completion

Faculty administration
debate charter amendments
By Aliisa Widman
Reporter

ByMaxFilby
Reporter

"The money used for it should go toward

For Allie Gehres the phrase
"Friday night lights" carries
a different meaning than it
would for a football fanatic.
Gehres is a member of the
University's Friday Night
Lights group that goes from
building to building to turn
off classroom lights every
Friday night.
"We go around to all of the
academic buildings except
for three," Gehres said. "We
don't turn off the lights in
Overman, and the Art and
Music buildings are open 24
hours, so they need to be on."
Recently, lights left on
all night in building projects like the Stroh Center
have concerned Gehres
and her peers.
"It really does bother me,"
Gehres said. "The money
used for it should go toward
something else on campus
like an organization, instead
of keeping it lit all night."
While leaving the lights
on may seem like a waste
of energy, it is necessary to
Finish the inside of the Stroh
Center, said David Kielmeyer,
senior director of communications.
"It's common for lights to
stay on during construction,"
Kielmeyer said. "The inside
still isn't finished and sometimes lights and other things
need to be tested before the

something else on campus
like an organization, instead of
keeping it lit all night."
Allie Gehtes | Friday Night Lights member

building is operational."
At the beginning of lanuary
the Stroh Center's LED letter lighting was turned for
testing. This past weekend,
the letter II in the sign malfunctioned, so the sign will
remain off until the sign is
fixed.
"It's a University policy to
shut a sign off if a letter goes
out," said Michael Schuessler,
office of design and construction project manager for the
Stroh Center.
"It makes complete sense,"
Schuessler said. "It is better
to figure everything out and
get it fixed while it is still
under warranty."
While the sign's lights will
remain off until fixed, main
arena lights and temporary
lighting inside will remain
on also for security and until
the programming system for
the lights is installed.
"There are no switches yet
so we can't have non-electrical people turning the lights
on and off," Schuessler said.
"Without them it would be like
walking around your house
at night, you wouldn't be able

to see to move around."
The systems being i nsta lied
to control the lights are part
of what will make the Stroh
Center certified as a Leader in
Energy and Environmental
Design.
The arena lights will be
programmed to function
during certain times while
other lights like the LED lettering will function through
photocells.
Photocells
detect motion and sunlight
to determine when lights
should turn on.
"You won't have to rely on
'Billy' to turn the lights on
and off anymore," Schuessler
said. "It will be a lot more
efficient and it won't look like
what you see now."
While some exterior lighting and a few necessary
inside lights will remain on at
night, the main arena lights
will be turned off during nonoperational hours when the
Stroh Center is completed in
May.
"I would think that it is a
waste of energy, but at least
we know they will eventually
be turned off," Gehres said.

While several University
staff members were enjoying winter break, some faculty and administrators were
hard at work addressing crucial issues concerning the
University's recently unionized faculty.
The negotiating is hardly
over.
The latest topic of debate
— the Board of Trustees
unanimously approving
several amendments to
the University's Academic
Charter at its December meeting — was taken to a Dec. 29
meeting between the BGSU
Faculty Association and the
University Administration.
The charter was amended to prevent role conflict

David
Jackson
President of
the Faculty
Association

between already existing
faculty organizations, like
the Faculty Senate and the
Faculty Union, University
President Carol Cartwright
said in a statement to faculty
members Dec. 10.
"The amendments ... will
provide the framework we
need to move forward and
successfully serve our students and our stakeholders,"
Cartwright said in the e-mail.
"These changes will pave the
way for collective bargaining, without the interference
or disruption of a conflicting
process for the resolution of

collective bargaining subjects."
FA members disagreed
and called the amendments
— specifically the elimination of faculty grievance procedures with no replacement
process — an "attack on
shared governance" in a Dec.
17 statement to its members.
"Thisrevisionwasapproved
by the Board of Trustees
without any consultation or
even previous notification
of the faculty," the FA said
in an e-mail. "The Academic
Charter can be interpreted or
changed at will and whim by
the Board ... Be assured that
the BGSU-FA is committed
to defending faculty voice
at BGSU through all of the
See UNIONj Page 5

Annual Reddin Symposium to
address Great Lakes health issues
Lake Erie health plays major role in Ohio's, Canada's economy
By J.ss Jamas

The event, titled The Great
Dikes: Resources at Risk, will
be held from 11:30 a.m. to
With a market net worth of 4:00 p.m. on Saturday in 101
$489 billion, the Great Lakes Olscamp.
In 2008, the Canadian
transit route between the
U.S. and Canada plays a studies department at the
major role in Ohio's econo- University was closed due to
my. Coordinators of the 24th budget cuts. But with fundannual Reddin Symposium ing from Wood County judge,
will address the impact of Mark Reddin, the symposium
increasing trade acdvity and has become a community
how it affects the water condi- tradition.
tion of the Great lakes.
Canadian studies professor
Senior Reporter

and event director, Rebecca
Mancuso, hopes the symposium will help make others
aware of how relevant this
issue is to the area.
"Canada is just a short hour
and half away from Bowling
Green.* Mancuso said. Their
economy plays a major role
in our lives. Canada often
takes a back seat to a lot of
See PREVIEW I
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"It's interesting because, when I think about it, I have friends who have some of the
symptoms and I just assumed it was a phase they were going through."
- Student Laura Smith on Seasonal Affective Disorder [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you do in the winter months to stay cheerful?
"I watch
Spongebob.'

"I play badminton
at the Rec Center."

"I listen to Phil

Think about

Collins."

N
**$

summer."

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
CHRISTOPHER

DANAGREATHOUSE
Freshman.
Deal and Hard
Heating Specialist

WFLEHC

Sophomore.
Tounsm and Event
Planning

Today's world
provides limitless
cures for boredom

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom

Taking time to let feelings settle after a breakup is one way to stay friends with an ex
Columnist

Last week was many people's favorite week of the
entire school year: syllabus week.
The week that consists of obligatory name
games, finding out (and
then quickly forgetting)
where everyone's from
and their majors. Keing a
huge music enthusiast, my
favorite question a teacher
could ask is "What's your
favorite hand or music?"
... a question that only a
handful of teachers have
asked throughout my college experience. It helps
me gauge my classmates
in regard to who I will have
a cool in-class relationship
with and who I won't say
much to (can anyone say
"classic rock"— blah). Next
to that question, though,
"What's your favorite
hobby?" is a really great
way to hear what different
people are in to.
While there are obviously no wrong answers
perse with this question,
one answer that never fails
to blow my mind is when
someone is like, "Umm ...
I don't have any hobbies."
Wait. What? You don't have
any hobbies? Nothing
you really like to do? Even
mildly? 1 mean, they're not
asking if you build model
airplanes or if you're trying
to join the Peace Corps to
save the world. It concerns
me when I hear people
say that they don't have
any hobbies for several
reasons. First, they sound
like the absolutely most
boring people in the world
if they don't like to do
anything worth sharing.
Second, with the million
and one things that we
can all take part in these
days, how could someone
not have a hobby?
Over break 1 had countless people that I was talk-

NICK ANDERSON.
Sophomore.
Business

Facing problems in relationships is
the way to find closure when they end
ByStcphanRMd

ing to on Facebook, texting, whatever, who were
telling methey were bored.
BORED! Can you believe
it!? That's what those
people who said they don't
have hobbies sounded like
to me — bored, and boring people. Coming from a
dude that is always on the
go and practically refuses
to sit still because I'm just
so sloked on this, that or the
Other, I can't comprehend
being "bored" anymore. I
remember feeling bored as
a little kid in elementary
school. 1 would go up to
my mom and she would
rattle off a list of great suggestions, none of which I
would end up doing. What
she really should have said
is, "You are like ... 8 years
old. How in the hell could
you possibly be bored!?"
I feel the same way about
people who say they don't
have any hobbies. There is
so much to see and do, how
could any of us possibly be
bored? Even menial things
such as the Internet and
video games have the capacity to entertain someone for
literal years on end. Then,
when you talk about things
that actually require you
to get off your butt, there's
absolutely countless numbers of that. Learning how
to do something, learning
anything, traveling, meeting people ... an endless
list of amazing opportunities is afforded us every day.
Some of us clearly, though,
need to stop acting like 1
did when I was 8 and step
outside our boxes, stop
complaining that they're
bored, stop being boring
people and do something.
Because quite honestly,
there are too many incredible things to be done to
not have a hobby, and there
are too many incredible
things to do that no one
in their right mind should
ever feel bored.

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

PATRICK KELLEY.
Junior.
Tourism and Event
Planning

Can an ex-boyfriend and an
ex-girlfriend still be friends
after their relationship has
ended? You tell me: Could
you watch your ex kiss another person?
I've had my fair share of
relationships, so I've had to
"get over" a lot of people. But
what does it mean to "be
over" someone? Does it mean
deleting their number out of
your phone, or dries it mean
being able to sit down with
that person and have a civil
discussion? lust because you
do not remain in contact with
an ex dtwsn't mean that you
are over them. For six months,
I didn't even speak to my ex
and 1 was a nervous wreck. It
took a few long conversations
before I could officially say I
was "over" her; that 1 had no
feelings of jealousy, intimacy
or desire to have a relationship with that person.
Sometimes the severity of

the breakup is a result of the
amount of time you have been
together. I can easily say that a
relationship that lasted over
a year and a half was harder
to get over than the ones that
lasted just a few months.
However, sometimes the
severity of the breakup is a
result from how much effort
the two people gave. I've had
a nine-month relationship
where I felt like I wasn't even
there half the time and lhat
ended in heartbreak, but
one relationship that 1 gave
my all to, that lasted a mere
month or so, felt like someone ripped my heart out and
then laughed at a drawing I
made for them. My pride was
severely damaged.
I'm not one for ending a
relationship badly. If you
and your lover go down in
flames, mutually extinguish
the flames or else they will
keep burning and that relationship/friendship will be
like a white dwarf star. It will
look like everything is fine

and you two are burnt out. including their best friends.
but as soon as you get close, You shouldn't try to take picthe heat will come back and tures of yourself and memresult in Someone yelling and bers of the opposite sex and
someone crying. Even if you put them as your default on
take a few weeks apart, don't Facebook so, even if your ex
let il continue with dirty looks unfriended you, they will
BCIOSS the room. Approach still have to see how "happy"
the person and talk through you are with another person
your problems and discuss when they go to other people's
pages. That's just a bad idea.
why everything went so bad.
Some will say, "I can- Don't talk badly about them
not dt> that" or "They are a on obscure social networking
douche now, there is no talk- sites; someone will find it and
ing tt> him," but time heals all tell them. Then you will look
wounds. If you let everything like a coward.
settle, move onto a new partFace your problems head
ner and allow your feelings to on. Don't cower behind your
go from rage to understanding, cell phone, laptop or behind
then you can probably have a a hunch of other people.
decent conversation and put Approach your ex like a real
that relationship to rest and human being. Be confident,
gain some sort of closure on but not cocky. Be understandthe whole situalion. Why not ing, hut nol weak. Gaining
give it a shot? What's wrong closure on the relationship
with having one less enemy?
could result in having one of
Retaliation is not a good your exes become one of your
method of getting over some- best friends.
one. Doing things in spite
of them will just result in
Respond to Stephan at
making a lot of people angry,
lhenews@bgnews.com

China and U.S. depend on one another
As the world's biggest exporter, China needs the patronage of other superpowers to survive
back out of the shadows
of a recession, we have to
stay sharp and not give in
College News Network
to despair.
It never ceases to amaze me
It seems like one of the bighow many life lessons I've gest excuses of America going
learned by growing up play- downhill is the rise of the
ing football and baseball.
People's Republic of China. Jan.
I've never been intense in 10, China surpassed Germany
the win-lose aspect of it, but as the largest exporter of goods
it's the lessons we take from in the world, reaching an esticompetition that we hold onto mated 1.2 trillion for 2009.
the longest.
Although the sheer amount
The American Dream lives of exported goods is staggerin sports — that any under- ing, China's total foreign trade
dog can shock the world, that (imports and exports comany deficit can be rallied back bined) fell by over 13 percent
against, that hard work and in 2009. They sell far more
planning overcome all.
than they buy and depend on
As our country, state and the patronage of other councommunity begin to crawl tries for life support. China's
By Biihop Niih. IT* Parthenon
(M.irahall University)

economy is essentially at the
mercy of the rest of the world,
especially the United States.
Another reason America
fears China is sheer numbers. For every one American,
there are five Chinese. If
we've learned anything
from King Leonidas and
the Spartans in 300, it's that
numbers don't matter.
Forty-two percent of
the entire defense spending in the world is done
by the United States, sitting at a whopping $607
billion for 2009.
Second-place China takes
up only 5.8 percent of the
world'sdefensespending,not
enough to become a super-

power considering almost 20
percent of the world's population is Chinese.
America has roughly the
same amount of active-duty
and reservists as China.
Nearly four million of
China's seven million troops
are paramilitary.
America may go down
some day. but it's going to
take the rest of the world
with it. Greece, Rome, Spain,
England and the Soviet
Union never collapsed when
the going was good but rather slowly and surely gave into
another force. In baseball,
whenever a team is down,
turn the ball cap inside out
and yell for teammates.

Respond to Chad at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewsiSbgoews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
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Philadelphia abortion clinic
murder case fuels national debate

More than 120
busted in Northeast
Mafia crackdown

Illegal abortion practices due to lack of oversight provoke questions about abortion regulation
By David Crary
The Associated Press

NEW YORK—The allegations
of murder at a Philadelphia
abortion clinic add fuel to
an already heated national
debate over late-term abortions and oversight of providers. One side wants tougher
restrictions; the othei says
women would be safer if they
had more options.
Almost in unison, abortion-rights and anti-abortion
activists decried the alleged
offenses of Dr. Kermit Gosnell,
who was arraigned Thursday
on eight counts of murder in
the deaths of seven babies and
one patient. He allegedly provided illegal late-term abortions for up to $3,000 while
avoiding a crackdown despite
numerous complaints and
lawsuits.
"This provider clearly operates outside acceptable quality care standards and is a
total outlier," said National
Abortion Federation president
Vicki Saporta. "The majority of
providers offer very high quality care."
The problem with the

UNION
From Page 3

means available to us."
The revised academic
charter can be found on
the provost's website, with
changes marked in red.
According to a joint statement from both parties, the
Dec. 29 meeting was "productive and cordial" and led
to progress on procedures
for a new collective bargaining agreement.
The meeting also reinstated the charter's original
grievance procedures until
the FA ratifies a collective
bargaining contract, most
likely in 2012, FA President
David Jackson said.

Gosnell case, Saporta said, is
that state and local authorities apparently didn't enforce
regulations that were on the
books. She noted that Gosnell
had been rejected for membership in her federation, which
represents about 400 providers accounting for about half
the nation's 1.2 million annual
abortions.
The federation has a selfpolicing policy, conducting
periodic site visits to ensure
that members comply with its
guidelines.
Anti-abortion
activists
say self-policing, as well
as existing regulations in
many states, are insufficient.
They have been pushing for
years for tighter oversight of
abortion providers, and the
Gosnell case is likely to intensify those efforts.
On Thursday, for example,
a legislative committee in
Virginia endorsed a bill that
would subject abortion clinics
— which are now regulated
like doctors' offices — to the
same standards as outpatient
surgical centers.
"It's hard to tell the extent of
egregious offenders because

the abortion industry is it is in no way an anomaly,"
almost completely unregulat- Newman said. "Shoddy and
ed," said Dr. Donna Harrison illegal practices characterof Eau Claire, Mich., president ize the abortion industry in
of the American Association America."
Dr. David Grimes, a North
of Pro-Life Obstetricians and
Gynecologists.
Carolina obstetrician/gyne"If a doctor in a hospital cologist who formerly headdid a hysterectomy and had ed the abortion surveila patient with a complication, lance branch at the Centers
he would have to go back and for Disease Control and
explain why to his colleagues." Prevention, heatedly disputed
Harrison said. "With abor- that premise, contending that
tion, the doctor has nobody to abortion was among the safest
face — they basically just slide
of medical procedures.
The Gosnell case "is newsthrough the accountability
process with nobody to hold worthy because legal abortheir feet to the fire."
tion has been such a success,"
In general, abortion-rights Grimes said. "Decades ago,
activists have opposed the this wouldn't have been a story
state-level efforts to regulate at all — every cily had one of
abortion clinics more tightly, these seedy operations."
depicting these bills as backRegarding the push for
door attempts to shut down tougher laws, Grimes said,
"We don't need more regulathe clinics altogether.
Troy Newman of Operation tions for a non-problem."
Rescue, a Wichita, Kan.According to prosecutors,
based anti-abortion group, many of Gosnell's patients
hailed the prosecution of were seeking abortions
Gosnell and offered a $25,000 at 24 weeks or more into
reward to any whistleblower their pregnancies. Under
providing information lead- Pennsylvania law, abortions
ing to an abortion provider's are illegal after 24 weeks,
conviction.
and many doctors won't per"As shocking as this case is, form them after 20 weeks.

"This eliminates the gap so
grievances will be in place
next year," he said. "We have
put together some meetings
with several ad hoc committees to write bargaining proposals and begin formally
negotiating, and are also
working with the administration on a timeline before
contract negotiations start."
General counsel Sean
FitzGerald said he was also
satisfied with the meeting's
results.
"It set a good tone going forward and we accomplished
what we wanted to," he said.
"What we should take away
from all of this is that the
faculty has been left with the
leadership position in the
area where they have exper-

tise — the academic function of the University. Where
they won't have the greater
role will be for things like
grievances, wages and hours,
because the union will."
Some Faculty Senate members addressed the charter
amendments with concern
at the Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday.
The charter amendments
greatly affect the Senate,
said Chair Kris Blair, by
eliminating three Senate
standing committees: the
Faculty Welfare Committee,
the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee and the Faculty
Personnel and Conciliation
Committee.
"The Board did amend
the charter and the Faculty

Senate was not involved
in the conversation at all,
though we had been consistently asking since the
results of collective bargaining the ways in which
the charter would change."
she said. "Faculty Senate
aligns itself with USG and
GSS in ixpressing our collective concern about the
impact of these changes on
our ability to participate in
advancingthe mission of the
University."
Further, more detailed
discussion of the charter
amendmentswaspostponed.
Questions concerning the
charter will be addressed
at the Faculty Senate's 2:30
meeting Feb. 1 byCartwright
and Provost Ken Borland.

By Tom Hays
The Associated Press

"The vow of silence
... is more myth
than reality."

NEW YORK — Federal
authorities orchestrated
one of the biggest Mafia
takedowns in FBI history
Eric Holder | Attorney General
Thursday, charging 127 suspected mobsters and associ- ation ceremony binds them
ates in the Northeast with to a life of crime."
murders, extortion and other
In the past, the FBI has
crimes spanning decades.
aggressively pursued and
Pasi investigations have
imprisoned the leaderresulted in strategic strikes ship of the city's five Italian
aimed at crippling individu- mob families, only to see
al crime families. This time, ambitious underlings fill
authorities used a shotgun the vacancies, said Janice
approach, with some 800 Fedarcyk, head of the FBI's
federal agents and police New York office.
officers making scores of
"We deal in reality, and the
simultaneous arrests stem- reality is that the mob, like
ming from different mob nature, abhors a vacuum,'
investigations in New York, she said.
New Jersey and Rhode
However, the FBI has
Island.
gained a recent advantage
They also used fanfare: by cultivating a crop of mob
Attorney General Eric Holder figures willing to wear wires
made a trip to New York to and testify against gangsters
announce the operation at in exchange for leniency in
a news conference with the
their own cases.
city's top law enforcement
"The vow of silence that is
officials.
part of the oath of omerta
As of late Thursday, 125 is more myth than reality
had been arrested, includ- today," she said.
ing four who were already
In the latesi cases, authorbehind bars.
ities say turncoats recorded
Holder called the arrests thousands of conversa"an important and encour- tions of suspected mobsters.
aging step forward in dis- Investigators also tapped
rupting La Cosa Nostra's their phones.
operations." But he and
In sheer numbers, the
others also cautioned that takedown eclipsed those
the mob, while having lost from a highly publicized
some of the swagger of the assault on the Gambino
John Gotti era, is known for crime family in 2008, when
adapting to adversity and authorities rounded up 62
finding new ways of mak- suspects. All but one of the
ing money and spreading arrests resulted in guilty
pleas.
violence.
"Members and associates
The deluge of defendants
of La Cosa Nostra are among Thursday forced the FBI to
the most dangerous crimi- move processing — nornals in our country," I lolder mally done at its lower
said. "The very oath of alle- Manhattan headquarters
giance sworn by these Mafia — to a gym at Fort I lamilton
members during their initi- in Brooklyn.
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serious issues that need to be
discussed."
The symposium will also
address the importance of
maintaining the health of the
Great Lakes while still keeping
a lucrative trade relationship
with Canada.
"We want to foster a greater
understanding of U.S. and

r>ir>

Canadian relations and how freshwater supply in the U.S.
essential our partnership is comes from the Great Lakes
to one another," Mancuso and provides habitat for hunsaid. "Canada is Ohio's largest dreds of wildlife.
University biology profesexport market with numbers
in the $18 billion range. More
sor, Robert McKay, worked
than 276,000 Ohio jobs are with the U.S. and Canadian
supported by Canadian and National Guard to discover the
US. trade."
affects trade activity has had
However, possible repercus- on the Great Lakes.
sions may outweigh potential
'The Great Lakes is detebenefits. According to a 2008
riorating rapidly." McKay said.
document from the Canadian "Levels of oxygen are becomEmbassy, 90 percent of the
ing depleted causing bacteria

VOLJ

lo spread dramatically. What
we see in Lake Erie is a dead
zone where water pollution is
having a major effect on our
ecosystem."
Admission is free to students, but there is a $10 fee for
community members. To register, sign up on the Canadian
Studies website.
"If we want to see change, we
have to re-address past abuses
and enhance awareness of
future risk," McKay said.
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It's Cold Outside!
40%-60% OFF
I ALL WINTER I
MERCHANDISE!
Mon. 10-8,Tues.-Fri. 10-6, Sal. 10-4
178 South Main St., Bowling Green, OH
.4.19.353.4287 . .

KNOW...

An iguana can stray under
water for 2 8 minutes.
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BG gymnastics heads
to Illinois for Sunday
meet with
By Becky Tanar

we had a break," Beach said. "We
had a few athletes who were sick
last week and they were able to sit
After a two-week break, the BG out and get healthy for this weekwomen's gymnastics team is all end. Injuries, you always know
you're going to deal with, but illabout comebacks,
Sunday, the team will take ness is always a challenge and
on Northern Illinois University, some of our athletes who comlunior Kasey Fillmore said the pete in many events were out."
One of the athletes who was
team is ready to build off its win
Ian. 9 against the University of sick was junior Dawn Cristman,
the all-around champion from
Illinois-Chicago.
Fillmore is overcoming a neck the meet against UIC.
"I'm hoping thai doesn't effect
injury from last fall, which is
keeping her from competing on her endurance ... I think by
Sunday she should be fine, but
both bars and floor.
"I'm just frying to get back I do wanl her to be able to go
because I know I'm needed," out and improve and build off
Fillmore said. "It's good to know her performance at Ihe last
you have your team behind you." meet," Beach said. "Bui I'm also
Like Fillmore, coach Kerrie cautiously optimistic with her
Beach said her athletes are work- because she has been out."
ing on their comebacks from
SeeGYM|Page7
injury and illness.
"It was actually really fortunate
Senior Reporter

ANDREA F(Hl

"

PUSH: Lauren Prochasla drives the lane in a game agaml Akron earlier ihis season

Women's basketball looks for
fifth MAC win Saturday
"I think the first time through the MAC East

By Paul Barney
Sports Edilor

4-1 keeps us in this rar >. Nothing is won
BCi women's basketball coach Curl
Miller said he would love to be 5-0 in
(he Mid-American Conference, but
at the same time is "really pleased"
lo be 4-1.
The Falcons' win at Buffalo
Tuesday nigh! concluded what was
their first go-around in the MAC
1-asl before they open play against
the west division this weekend
"1 think the first time through the
MAC East 4-1 keeps us in this race."
Miller said. "Nothing is won at this
lime of the year but you can't put
yourself in a big hole and we are
not, we're right there in the thick of
things and that s what we want.
"The First go-around in the MAC
East we played three of our five
games on the road, so the good news
is when we get Ihe east again we'll
have three of the last Five at home."
The Falcons are 16-2 this season

at this time of the year but you can't put
yourself in a big hole and we are not."
Curl Miller I Woman's basketball coach

and are in second place in the Toledo Wednesday and is tied with
MAC East standings behind Kent the Rockets atop the west division
State, who is a perfect 5-0 in con- standings.
ference games.
Through 17 games this season the
Saturday BG will gel its First taste Chippewas boast the top offense
of the west division when it hosts in the league, scoring an average of
Central Michigan.
84 points per game - ahead of BG's
lip-off starts at noon and will be second-best offense, scoring nearly
broadcast on Sports Time Ohio.
75 points per game.
BG went 4-2 against the MAC
Central Michigan is led by seniors
West last season, with one of those Shonda Long and Kaihla Szunko,
losses coming on the road at Central who rank sixth and ninth in the
Michigan - where the Chippewas league in scoring this season with
rallied from a 16-point halftime defSee HOOPS | Page 7
icit to win 67-65.
(.Mil is coming off a win against

B&NIWSriLlPIIOlO
BALANCE: 6G gymnastics won its lust meet ol the season against Illinois-Chicago Jan 9

BG track to compete in
All-Ohio's this weekend
MAC representatives - along with
Akron, Miami, Ohio, Toledo and
host Kent State.
Four events won, a lop-three finish
Other schools competing Ihis
in three others and an overall sec- weekend are Ashland, Cincinnati,
ond place Finish.
Dayton, Findlay, Wright State and
Thai was last year.
Youngstown State.
For Ihe BG track and field learn,
The Falcons will head into the
it will look for much of Ihe same All-Ohio Championships with
success at this week's All-Ohio momentum, opening the season
Championships.
last week with a strong showing in
The two-day event will be al the BGSU Challenge.
Kent Slate and will be somewhat
BG placed third with 118 points,
of a prelude to the Mid-American surpassing two of the three MAC
Conference Championships, which teams in Miami and Ball State.
BG will host Feb. 25-26.
The Falcons received contriThe All-Ohio meet is an annual butions from a variety of people,
event that's open lo colleges and including Briltani McNeal. Tatijana
universities across the state.
Jacobson, Abby Koch, Heather
About 20 women's track and
See TRACK | Page 7
field teams will be in attendance,
with the Falcons being one of six
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

ANDRSAFEHL
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VOLTING: A BG athlete competes in the pole vault m a track and held meet last season
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Falcons resume action

Falcons take on Akron
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With a bye week uprorring for the BG hockey

Coming off of a big day Wednesday against

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

team, they wil attempt to regroup in the midst of
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an 11-game conference wrJess streak. They return

Akron Saturday. The game will be broad-
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Beach said it's crucial
for the whole lineup i<> be
healthy in (inter Co do well
atNIU.
She also said the team
has been working on being
consistent, sticking landings and perfecting small
details during its break.
"Certainly having last
weekend off was great
because we were able
regroup after the first
meet and talk about what
changes we vranl to make,"
Beach said. "1 also want
them to have gutsy performances Where you can

TRACK
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cess as she took second in
the high jump with a leap of

1.6 meters.

RG placed third in
Conger, Ashley Harris and six other events: Koch
Jeancttel'etligrew.
(5000m). McNeal (400m).
BG's best performance Conger (800m), the "A"
in the field event came 4xl()0m relay team and
from McNeal in the long Harris (weight throw and
jump, where she took shot put).
second overall a jump of
Falcon
coach Cam!
5.63 meters.
Paulson was pleased with all
lacobson also found suc- the contributions last week
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meet and worry about ourselves and not
so much the other team. We're expecting
to just build off the last meet."
Kasey hllmore |

we've been trying to translate what we're doing in
the gym and putting them
under some pressure, so
they're ready to go out and
shine and not hold back
because of nerves."
Ihe meet against NIU is
also the first Mid-American
Conference matchup for the
season. Filmore said while
the team is excited for MAC

B(J

PRIZESUDOKUHM

gymnast

competition, her lean) is
fully focused on simply putling on good performances,
"We're going to treat it
like any other meet and
worry about ourselves
and not so much the other
team,' l-illmntesaid. "We're
expecting to just build off
the last meet ... we're hop
ing to break the 190 Ipointl
mark even more."

and is looking for more of the
I'eltigrew has had sue
same this week.
cess in the (it) meter dash
"Very pleased with the first before, winning the event
meet of the season," Paulson at last year's All-Ohio
said. "I expect to build on Championships.
last week and continue to
"jeancite is an extremely
grow as a team."
hard worker," Paulson added.
Petligrew led the way for "1 expect her to compete
the Falcons last week by every week."
winning the (ill meter dash
All schools this weekend
in 7.55 seconds - just two will compete in 14 different
one-hundredths of a second track and field events along
ol the BC record.
with tworelavs.

From Page 6
16.5 and 15.4 points per
game, respectively.
Both players wreaked
havoc on the Falcons a year
ago, with Long going for 16
points and Szunko finishing with a double-double (21
points, 18 rebounds).
While both offenses are
sufficient, RC will look to
turn to its defense, which is
tops in the league.
BC is coming off back-toback road games at Kent
State and Buffalo in which
Miller said he was pleased
with his team's defensive
performance.
The Falcons surrendered
43 points to the Golden
Flashes ami til points to
the Bulls - limiting both
teams to shoot a combined
38.2 percent from the field,
including 17.3 percent from
longdistance.

Former Toledo football
player pleads guilty in
point-shaving scandal
By Ed Whit*

In Cleveland, it is
illegal to hunt or
capture mice without
a hunting license.

Adam

The Associated Press

Cuomo
Ex-Toledo player

DETROrl — A former
University of Toledo football
player has pled guilty to a
gambling charge .is pan of a
point-shaving scheme at the

Ohio school
Adam Cuomo says he
regularly spoke to a Detroitarea gambler and supplied
non-public
informal ion
about Ihe Toledo team and
its opponents.
He pled guilty rhursda)
in Detroit federal conn to
conspiring to influence
sporting events between
211(14 and 2006.
CllOmo's plea bargain
agreement says he also introduced Toledo basketball

Qt

When

pled guilty for
'Li.-

■

"

players to the gamblei to pn
suade them to shave points

during the 2003-04 and 2004
l).r> seasons.

Cuomo

of Hagersville,

Ontario, says he got s,.">tK> if
the gamblei won
Six
and

ex-Toledo

football

basketball

players

were indicted in 200!) along
with two Detroit-area businessmen.
In a separate but related
case, ex Toledo basketball
player Sammy Villegas pled
guilty in2008.
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2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths, 2 People

*290.00/mo.

pergon

• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

•NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2011'
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

Did You /</»*?

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

Hours:
Mon-Fn 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-lpm

GREENBRIAR, INC.

^
DASH: Clmssy SteHen rum the ball up the court In a game earlier this season.

wwvv gfeenbtiarfentats.com

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main lour only office)

]

520 E. Reed
801/803 Fifth St.

6

"We're going to treat it like any other

HOOPS

525/507 E. Merry

7

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

JUMP: A BG gyrnimt perbrnn a routine on the balance beam; in a meet last season

From Page 6

8

3

II' MKJII.

see it ... they look completely confident and they
look I ike t hey already know
they're going to hit the routine before they even get
out there.''
The meet at NIU will be
the first away meet of the
season. Reach said the team
has prepared its freshmen
for the meet and doesn't
think the change in location will be a problem.
There are some good
and bad parts, but as a
coaching staff it's nice to
go and just be there for
the team and not have to
run a meet ... but the team
has to adjust to differences and not having their
home crowd." she said. "So

9

7
2

GYM

2

I

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

1

• Two bedrooms

'

• Close to campus

••*%"

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING

THE PULSE

The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans
on Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
Friday. January 21.20)1 8

the scale 4toward health

HGLP
THE FOLLOWING CLASSES ARE OFFERED AT THE REC

By Dini.ll. Rk.
Pulse Reponw

- B.LT. (Butt. Legs & Thighs): A 30*minute toning class designed
solely for the lower body. Wednesdays 6:30 - 655 p.m.
Chisel: A total body sculpting workout. Wednesday noon-1 p.m.

Exercise, did, lose weight. These
are words we are all familiar
with. Especially this week, which
marked the national event Healthy
Weight Week
In accordance with Healthy
Weight Week, the University has
offered different programs all week
to help students become healthier.
"Healthy Weight Week is a national
event and here on campus we focus
on ways to approach it from all aspects,"
said Daria Blachowski-Dreyer, associate director of nutrition initiatives at the University.
Ureyer said the goal is
not necessarily for peo-

- Hip-Hop Hustle: A workout blending hip-hop and dance.
Wednesday 7 - 7:45 p.m.
Ride It Out: A high energy spinning class. Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 6:00 - 6:45 am. and 5:30 6:15 p.m.
- Yoga: Stretches and postures to promote flexibility and balance
Tuesdays 11 -11:45 a.m. and 7- 8 p.m.. and Thursdays at noon -1
p.m. and 7 8 p.m.

S»ji.t.bawafci.tt.-rl

Zumba classes come to campus with popular dances, music
By Matt Lius.
f\ie Editor

Karen Dutridge has lost 30 pounds,
and has managed to keep the
weight off without using any gym
equipment.
The Public Inquiries Assistant has
brought a dance-based WOfkOUt to
the University. Zumba. It mixes traditional latin dances with basic aerobics and dance steps while exercising, creating a new calorie-burning
routine.
"It's not the dreaded workout."
Dutridge said.
Zumba classes began this week,
offering seven weekly one-hour
classes. The classes are Mondays
at f>:ir> p.m. from Ian. 17-R'b. 28 or
Thursdays at fi p.m. from Ian. 20March30.
The classes are held in the Eppler
North gym. room 221, and cost $35
for either class or $55 for both.

Dutridge has been teaching the
class since last lanuary. She began
taking Zumba classes two years ago
at the Y.M.C.A. in Perrysburg. After
falling in love with the workout,
she toyed with the idea of teaching
a class. With encouragement from
her instructor, she decided to get a
license to leach the class.
"It was always fun and 1 didn't dread
doing it," I Hitridge said.
The exercise routine was created
by Illness instructor Alberto "Beto"
Perez from (Columbia, which is where
the Latin influences for Zumba
come from. He brought the workout
to Miami. Florida in 2001. before il
became a worldwide phenomenon,
according to zumba.com/us.
DeeDee Wentland, a secretary
in the biological science department, said Dutridge is an "amazing"
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See ZUMBA | Page 9
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SWE ATIN' IT OUT: The Zumba instructor demonstrates a calorie-burning routine mining traditional Latin dances with basic aerobics

Different home-cooked meals go
nicely with a peaceful yoga workout
By Amanda McGuir. Rziczrwk
Food Columnist

i
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MEDIA
REVIEWS

I KALE SOUP WITH BEANS
I (adapted from Lynn Lewis Kessler)

Yoga changed my life. For real.
For the past 15 years, I've practiced yoga daily or weekly. My time
on the mat has helped me overcome
my fear of inversions II can now do
a headstand without a wall), has
taught me to be more patient with
myself and others and has lowered
my blood pressure and weight.
But it's ihe challenge of yoga 1 love
the most. Sure, some of the poses
are difficult, especially backbends
for me, but what's tougher is spending an hour or two unplugged, without Facebook, cell phone or planner.
Yoga forces me to focus on the present moment, to be aware of my body

1 tablespoon olive oil * extra for drizzling

HTTP//WWW WCEMBEB1STS.COM

1 medium onion, chopped
4 cups of raw kale, chopped

WHAT ZACHGASE THINKS:

4 cups vegetable broth

The Portland.Ore-based The Decembensts

Overseas, the teenage comedy-drama "Skins"

2 (15 ounce) cans of white beans (cannelloni or navy), drained

started recording for their sixth stucko effort in the

1 (15 ounce) can of dked tomatoes, undrained (fresh tomatoes will work too)

spnng of 2010 in a bam on an 8-acre farm This

is award-winning and critically-acclaimed The
American version, which premiered on MTV on

1 teaspoon ortgano

odd methodology of recording in rural surround-

Jan 17, will probably not make as much of a dent

1 teaspoon thyme

ings, as opposed to a recording studio, has a major

on popular culture

1/4 teaspoon ginger, dked

influence on the sound of "The King is Dead"

But you have to hand it to MTV for trying. The

fresh lemon juke

The Decemberists' latest offering is deeply rooted
in a country-folk, Americana sound, Unlike previ-

heavy promotion the network did for the show

ous albums such as The Hazards of Love" and

The real question remains: Can the laughable net-

salt and pepper to taste

The Crane Wife." there is no narratrve or concept

In a large pot add olive oil o/er medium heat Add garlic And onion, saute
until soft Add the ginger and saute a minute more Add kale and saute.
while stirring, unti' wilted Add broth, beans, tomato, lu rbs. salt and pep
per Bring to a boil and then simmer for 20 minutes If you preii a thicker
soup, carefully blend in a food processor or with an immersion blonder
Garnish with a dt\itfi> of tlive oil and fresh lemon juke

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

pilot episode of 'Skirb" seemed to prove it cannot

cally on the record. The Decembensts make up

No creative influences went into the US version It

for it with Colin Meloy's relaxed vocals over lush

seemed to be a carbon copy of the British version

See KING | Page 9

I THIS WEEKEND IN PERRYSBURG

Roll in the Glass City

Dash for donuts at Levis Commons

The Glass City Rollers will have their second game
Saturday at 7 p.m. The event takes place at the
SeaGate Convention Centre in Toledo.

The second Donut Dash 5K will be this Sunday morning

Parade. Longitude and Johnny Lucas.

work responsible for Snooki. "The Real World" and

While there aren't many stand out moments lyn-

Five indie rock bands will be playing tonight
Words After, The Miracle Vitamins. Beach

made it seem like thrs generation's "Frasier"

Jessica Simpson |okes handle a teen drama7 The

Indie show at Frankies
at Frankies in Toledo. The five bands include

WHAT MATTLIASSE THINKS:

to The King is Dead"

See SOUP | Page 9

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

HnPi//JU5TGOOOTVSHOWSfllESWOR0PfiESSCOM

8 large garlic doves, crushed

at the Second Sole shop in Levis Commons. The race is
sponsored by the Toledo Road Runners, and donuts will
be provided after the race.

See SKIMS I Page 9

THEY SAID IT
"We're so busy, we don't even
eat anymore." - Peter Facinelli.
about f8ming "The Twilight
Saga: Breaking Dawn."

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
fe
.

PULSE

WWW.B6NEWS.COM

THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:

Rapper Wiz Khalifa

REGIS CALLS IT QUITS
After 28 years with the program, Regis Philbin announced Tuesday on
"Live with Regis and Kelly" that he will retire at the end of the show's season. In a surprise on-air announcement, Philbin said, "There is a time that
everything must come to an end." He did not say who will replace him on
the talk show with Kelly Ripa, who previously replaced Kathie Lee Gifford
in 2001. Philbin has also previously hosted the gameshow "Who Wants
To Be A Millionaire?" and currently holds the Guinness World Record for

ft

most time on camera.
ANISTON REGRETS THE RACHEL
Jennifer Aniston told Allure magazine that she regrets her most popular
hairstyle "the Rachel." The hairstyle was made popular in the '90s from
the television show "Friends." It was created by stylist Chris McMillan,
who still works with Aniston. "I think it was the ugliest haircut I've ever
seen," Aniston said.

RICKY GERVAIS JOKES NOT SO GOLDEN
After hosting the Golden Globes last Sunday to mediocre reviews, comedian Ricky Gervais made it very clear that he will not host next year's
show. He also said on CNN's "Piers Morgan Tonight" that he doesn't
regret any of the jokes he made during the night. "I don't care what
people think of me," Gervais said. "They hired me for a job and if they
didn't want me, they shouldn't have hired me." Gervais made jokes about
Robert Downey Jr., Angelina Jolie, Johnny Depp and Charlie Sheen.

shape," Brown said. "The
class is fun but a workout at
the same lime."
From Page 8
Along with exercising,
pie lo lose weight, bul to have Blanchowski-Dreyer said eata healthy weight.
ing healthy is also important.
"Healthy weight may or
"Knowing how to eat is the
may not have to do with los- kicker, most people know the
ingweight," Dreyersaid. "Our rules — eal your fruits and
goal is to provide guidance, vegetables, drink your milk,
skills and activities that can limit sweets," Dreyer said.
help people determine what
Dreyer said thai eating proa healthy weight is for them." vides our bodies with imporHealth Educator Karyn tant nutrients.
Smith said the Student
"Hating is, simply put,
Recreation Center is offering essential. You cannot effeca number of different exer- t ively or efficiently carry out
cise classes this semester to the tasks of your life withget people exercising.
out nourishing the body,"
"This semester we are Dreyer said.
offering a variety of different
Brown is happy the
classes for students, faculty University is promoting
and staff to participate in," staying healthy.
Smith said, "from Zumba lo
"I'm glad BG is taking
Hip-Hop Hustle classes, we some initiative in trying to
want In get people moving get students to be healthier,"
and active."
Jjrown said. "Sometimesit is
f, shl I al
i"Ylie, ' group
*HfW0Vexercise
*Ha^1 Hard to stay heMtfiyoncamr;
pns because it seems like
classes are helping her to stay we don't have many options,
healthy.
hut I think this healthy
"I've started a Zumba class weight week showed people
and it helps me to slay in otherwise."

HEALTHY

SOUP

for Health" are accessible
for all level of cooks and
From Page 8
full of flavor. Mark Bittman,
and emotions, slow down also a "New York limes"
and appreciate the little columnist, is the king of
things that often get cast health-conscious foods and
aside in my hectic schedule. his recipes are exceptional.
My practice has also led I make his lentil soup on
me to be more aware of my a weekly basis. Bittman's
health, which obviously is book "food Matters" is a
tied intricately to the foods staple for anyone looking to
1 eat. I'm not saying that 1 reduce his/her carbon footdon't crave hamburgers and print and cook nutritiously
fries because I do yoga. That delicious meals.
would be absurd. But I am
My favorite winter commindful to provide my body fort food happens to be a
with essential vitamins and dish I crave after most yoga
nutrients. I watch portion classes: kale soup with
sizes, too. (Trust me. the beans. In the same family
last thing you want to do as spinach, kale is a poweris a forward fold with a full house green. Loaded with
stomach.)
Vitamins K, A. and C and
Because of yoga, I've proven to reduce risk of
sought out light, healthy several cancers, kale is my
meals that are perfect a few go-to vegetable when the
hours before or after my days are dreary and cold.
practice. When it comes to Ibis quick-and-easy soup
good-for-you foods, "New is hearty enough to fill the
York Times" food columnist stomach after a rigorous
Martha Rose Shulman is a yoga class and light enough
fantastic resource; her cook- to maintain all that good
books and column," Recipes energy yoga gives.

Friday, January 21.2011 9
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of songs routinely should start
with warm-up songs, moving
From Page 8
then to faster songs for a more
intense workout. Slower songs
instructor.
help with working the core of
"She's easy to follow and the body.
enthusiastic,"' Wentland said.
Dutridge also said she plays
She said Dutridge's "smooth fop 40 hits for the enjoyment
and flowing" routine is better of the audience.
than the "choppy" instructors
Heidi Crouch, a secreshe once had.
tary in the Finance and
Wentland, who started tak- Administration Department,
ing the class last summer, said said she loves the "incredible
the music and dancing are amount of calories'' she burns
her favorite parts of the work- during Zumba workouts.
out. The constantly changing
"There's a large margin of error,"
music keeps her focused and Crouch said. "Even if you don't
energized, rather than using do exactly what the instructor is
a treadmill, which is more of doing, you are still burning a lot
the same movements for the of calories. There's a lot of room
entire workout.
for your own way to do it."
The structure of the playAnyonewit hquest ionsabout
list is vital to the workout, the class can contact Dutridge
Dutridge said. The collection atkd3.zumba$gmaHcom.
joke that "good" lesbians are the ones

SKINS

who make out with each othei for a mans
enjoyment

From Page 8

But for anyone whfe has seen the British

which was created three years earlier It

version, the situations the group of friends

seemed to follow the same script and

find themselves in are a bonng reenactment The memorable moments from

cracked the same jokes just with worse
acting
Both versions of the show follow dramatic

tlie British show become annoying when

teenage situations with suggestive dia

underwear begins the show, just like (lie

logue. They revolve around a group of

British version Micheltes nickname. "Nips."

friends viewers will develop love/hate rela-

makes an appearance A teacher-student

tionships with as they engage in enough

relationship develops and the show ends

sex. drug use and alcohol consumption to

with an SUV being driven into a lake, all

send a parent into a tizzy
The names and character traits remain

done already overseas
The American version offers new humor,

the same m the U.S. version A hip leader

but fails A sneaky Janet Jackson wardrobe

named Tony often turns his nerify best

malfunction |oke and two prostitutes cal-

recreated. Tony's angry father yelling in his

friend Stanley into a punch line In the first

ing themselves the "Britney and Whitney

episode of both versions Tony and his drop-

Special" are just breezed over, leaving no

to perform at
Anderson Arena
Sponsored by The Cla-Zel Theatre, the
Pittsburg native brings rhymes to BG
ByTroyChamlxrUin
Step was one he intended
to make, and in 2010 he
lamed raiser of the "Black announced his joining with
and Yellow" will come to Atlantic Records, Ihe press
the college town known for release said, taking Rostrum
its orange and hrown this along wiih him lo handle
Sunday night at Anderson much of his promotion and
Arena.
publicity matters. He then
Representing
the loured briefly with such long
Pittsburgh rap scene, rising staiulingartistsaslxiurenHill
rapper Wiz Khalifa has paid and Snoop I )t>gg. but rejected
his dues to become the star an offer from big-name artist
he is today. According to a Drake lo join him on his then
press release from his public rei cm tour - Khalifa could
ity team. Khalifa started rap- not be leached for comment
ping while in the third grade on his motives for declining
and began recording music the proposition.
at age 14. Now 19, he has
Khalifa comes lo Anderson
seen his following grow from Arena Sunday night as part
the playlists of Steeler town of a B(i Winterfesl 2011 event
to much more of a national put on in large by Cla-Zel
scale.
Entertainment with promoNow known most specifi- tion assistance from a comcally for his song "Black and panyknrjwnasUvin'Legends
Yellow," Khalifa released his l.l.c; out ol Cleveland. Uvin'
first mixtape in 200"). accord- Legends i^ a small event proing to the press release, tilled motion company handling
"Prince of the City: Welcome shows in the Cleveland and
to Pistolvania." It quickly Bowling Green area, with
gained popularity on the three University graduates
local scene and, looking to go a niong I he owners, according
larger, he got on board with to Cla-Zel Marketing Director
indie label Rostrum Records. BananAJkilani
1 le put out his first commerOpening for Ihe event,
cial album, "Show and Prove." Alkilani said, will be
which was "arguably one of Cleveland rapper Machine
the best albums of the year" (lun Kelly, a return visit folaccording to (lkayplayer.com lowing his sold-oul event last
the year it was released.
Saturday at the Cla-Zel (see
H wasn't longbefore Khalifa "Machine (lun Kelly's 'Lace
began lo receive mainstream Up' tour pleases (la-Zel fans"
attention, and in a Dec 14, ai bgviews.com).
200fi issue of Rolling Stone
[IcketS are slill availmagazine he was generously able and can be purchased
named a "new ariisl lo watch" at ihe Anderson Arena box
by the magazine's editors. office, Clazel.nel or on-stte
Record deals from larger al the Cla-Zel alter 7 p.m.
labels were coming to Ihe hot through Sunday. Prices are
young artist, bul according lo S25 for bleacher and $:sr> for
Ihe Rolling Slone article, he floor. Also opening for ihe
was not ready to sign with event will be BeUerbntaine,
just anyone, keeping loyalty Ohio iapper Cameron Grey
lo Rostrum and "trying to do Samples o! all artists music
|lheir| own indie thing."
can be heard by visiting their
While he took his time gel- pages on laccbook or their
ling onto a major label, Ihe respective websites
PJseRepcxto

awesome accordion solo.

KING

"The King is Dead' runs at about 40

.

:

:

flOtracb.ll

dead gorgeous girlfriend Michelle engage

room for a laugh

on a quest to help Stanley to lose his

The group of unknown actors fail lo bring

virginity, because according to Tony, having

chemistry to the pilot, but as the show

instrumental* made up ol a cornucopia

a 17-year-old friend who is still a virgin is

progresses, it only could get better The

of instruments including accordions, har-

moments.
The albums slower tracks such as the

unacceptable

depressed, mentally unstable Cad*, played

monicas up-riqht bass, among others

album-closer. "Dear Avery and "January

It's clear the shows main goal is to shock

by Bntne OWford. lends a breath of fresh

Lead-single, "Down By the Water" is

Hymn" ate perfect winter songs and

the viewer and push the limits But unlike

an in the least boring scenes, but only

a phenomenal track that has a heavy

sound Irle they were made for walking

occupies the screen for merely irwwtes.

Bruce Spnngsteen influence It features

through the treacherous Bo*

overseas, which allows nudity and strong

There is no question this adaptation from

excellent harmony vocals from Gillian

winds, or staling out ol a window longng

language without censorship, this show
seems desperate

British television will fail to follow in the

Welch, and is one of the three tracks on

forwamv

Instead, the show takes stabs at religion

long-mnning footsteps of Americas other

the album that features RE M axe man

copy cat "The Office" A guest stamng role
from Steve Carell probably couldn't even

Peter Buck who plays a 12-stnnger on

as thoughtful or even as creative as

with Abbud, a Muslim character, and
homosexuality with Tea, the show's lesbian

the song

the bands previous efforts, musically

The teenagers in the show at one point

save it

"Rox in the Box" is another standout track

From Page 8

'
■e.id" may not be

the album is among their bests The

that has one of Meloy's best melodies on

" have brought us the first

the album, and the track also tamiri" in

Check us out online at:
DID YOU KNOW??

Butterflies taste
with their feet.

www.bgviews com

Speedy
Burnto ^
Ule Deliver!

THe SflGUflRO CACTUS, FOWID in
THE SOU I HUJrS I f Hll Ulll 111) SIMMS

DOESI1-T GROW BRfMCHES UN III IT
IS 75 YEARS OID.

Speedy Burrftos.com
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SAVE MONEY • FA' Hf A,THY

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

IVYWOODAPTS.
Studios/1 Bdrm

*

Now accepting
SPRING/SUMMER
11 ASESFOR20II
•Near BGSU
•Private patio/cntrancc
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available |

• 419-352-7691
no
cormorantco.com

GREEN MEADOW APARTMENTS
OPEN HOUSE TO RENT
SUNDAY, JANUARY 23
1:00-3:00pm, 124 E. Napotean Rd
Call now
3 bedroom house, 2 full baths,
attached garage, central air, gas fireplace
214 E. Napoleon Rd.

419-353-2772
♦

419-t
OPEN DAILY
11am-3am
FREE Delivery lor whole campus
BGl Cash-Credit Card Friendly

Hlelts In

your mouth
tender
steak

425LW00STER
ENTRANCE BEHIND DOMINO'S

SPORTS

10 Friday. January 21,2011

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

Record night

brought to you by
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ACROSS

DONATION: Wilkam Fiack (nghl) donated $10 million to the BG men's basketball team pnot to Wednesday night's game against Ohio.

Help Wanted

BG
NEWS
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
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Services Offered
Campus Quartets Catn/out
Across Wooster from Harshman.
Qnlv store to sell Carryoul
Ice Cold Beer, Wine.
Liquor & More until 2 30am!
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
4 Pool Tables. Digital Jukebox.
Indoor Cornhole, and More1
Greal Drink Specials all weekend1

Help Wanted
Awesome summer job in Maine'
If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
Mends, then look no lurther.
C»mp Mataponl a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
waterskiing. lite guarding, WSI.
boat driversl. Ropes Course,
Tennis. H.B. Riding Arts S Crafts.
Theater. Dance. Gymnastics.
Video, Photography, Nurses,
Maintenance. Cooking and more
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at
www.campmataponi com

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to S30Wday
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

1. 2 & 3BR apts. close to campus.
avail end of January & next S.Y
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.

Immediate Direct Care
Openings In Perrysburg.
BG & Portage!
For those who love to interact
with people, demonstrate their
creativity and deal with something
tresh. different and challenging
every day. this is the job for you!
Wood Lane Residential Services.
Inc is hiring full time, part-time &
subs for all positions lo assist
adults with developmental disabilities with daily living skills in a
group home setting S9-St3.18<nr
based on exp Positions require
High School Diploma or GED &
valid drivers license and acceptable driving record (lor driving
positions onlyl & pre-employment
background screening.
Obtain application from WLRS.
545 Pearl St.. Bowling Green.
Mon-Fri, 8 00am-4 00pm.
Or download an application at:
www.woodlaneresidentlal.org.
EOE

130 Liberty St- $425/motgas/elec
1 BR. newly updated. DAfV,
new bath, residential area,
shared backyard & Iront porch,
oft street parking, great location,
very quiet, avail middle of Aug
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Call 419-354-6036
132 Liberty St -2BR avail w/ D/W.
$600/mo ♦ gas & elec.
Newly updated, residential area,
shared backyard & front porch,
both BR's up w/ LR. kitch S bath
down. Cats OK lor S400 non-ref
pet fee + S25/mo. avail in Aug
www bghighlandmgmt com
Call 419-354-6036
134 Liberty St- S600/mo+gas/elec
1BR avail. W/D. DAfV. large kitch.
residential area, shared backyard.
very quiet, available in June.
www bghighlandmgmt com
Call 419-354-6036.
2 BR 404 1/2 S. College
S675/mo ■•• utilities. A/C. W/D incl.
Avail. Aug Call 419-352-6948.

• 3/4 bedroom, 1 bath apt,
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

2.3 & 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www rutterdudley.com

1 BR apt, 854 8th St. $400/mo ♦
elec w/ $400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354

2BR house, near campus.
S750/mo. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882

1 or 2 roommates needed in May
to share large 3 BR furnished
house w/ yard Next to campus
S366 67-S550/mo ♦ util
Call Brad at 419-308-7763.

3 BR house. 404 S. College.
S625/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

For Rent

1 room etfic. shared bath.
co-ed only. furn. avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail. Aug 15. 2011
Call 419-601-3225
1, 2 S 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239
11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus. 419-353-0325.
also see CartyRentals.com
Also 1 S 2 BR apis, avail. 1/1/11.

3 BR houso,unfurn,l39 S College
St 200 /mo. melds, gas. dep. req.
Avail. 5/15/11, year lease
Call 419-348-3134.
311 Ridge - 3 BR house,
available Fall 2011
Call 419-352-5882.
312 N. Enterprise
3 BR house, avail August 2011
Call 419-352-5882
3BR apt. near campus/downtown.
S950/mo. utils. incl. avail 08/2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

HEINZSITE

Your Home, Away From Home
1&2 Bedrooms
♦ Close to Campus ♦
♦ Free High Speed Internet ♦
♦ Dishwashers ♦
♦ Garbage Disposals*
♦ Air Conditioning ♦
♦ Washers/Dryers in 2 Beds ♦

MECCA

Slate ol matter
Fighter who was a dove
Emulate 2-Down
Ruinous
F equivalent
Blubber
Slightly gapped
Ricochet
Long-odds track wager
Stalk
Insect that can mimic a leaf

,3Rec^tSTnWannua,"C«^
baseball award since ,c S"!T „ ,,„
45 SFO listing
ig8,
i« o^w«- ~-~.«
46 Soak up some rays
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1 Cape Cod feature
6 Valentine trim
10 Embezzle
14 Medicinal plants
15 Comet competitor
16 Plantation near Twelve Oaks
17 Like ESP?
18
avis
19 Pnnce William's alma mater
20 Heavy metal mimic''
23 Exotic guided tour
26 Subway co. in a 1959 song
27 Flop
28 Nickname for a pharmaceuticals
czar?
31 Aim high
33 Commotion
34 Chapeau's perch
36 One bearing down
37 Surfing-induced torpor?
40 Williams of "Happy Days"
43 Peevish, as a puss
44 One shooting the bull?
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Sharp Italian cheese
Sailor's pocket bread?
11th-century date
Mantel piece
Crankcase reservoir
Heavenly food on the nightstand?
Bit of plankton
C-3PO worshiper
Where to see government
programs
Nat or Card
Sparkling wine city
Elicit a :)lrom
Dismally damp
"Lolita" star Sue
Pram occupant's wear
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218 N. Enterprise $850
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PISHN€LLO'SE
$6.50 Minimum

i*S

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

4 BR house. 1st block ol Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239.

Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo call 419-340-2500

5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, S1100/mo
Avail for 11 -12 sy • year lease.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

Large 1 BR, near campus.
Avail Fall 2011, S475/mo,
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882

Looking for quiet resident
Upstairs etfic. westside BG. Ideal
for grad student No pets, nonsmoking Will consider reduced
rent of S295/mo + utils for Feb.
March. Apr. 2011 w/ 15/mo lease.
Call 419-352-2104.

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
1 S 2 BR apt free internet.
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals.
all next to campus 353-0325
Avail August 2011.3 BR houses.
excellent cond.close to BGSU
812 3rd St - $800/mo
832 3rd St • S850/mo.
606 5th St • SSOO/mo.
112 Clay St$800/mo.
118 Clay St-$950/mo
218DillSt-$1.000/mo.
3BR apt-443 N Enterprise-S550
1 BR apt -112 Ridge ■ $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more info
Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApartmentt.com
Jay-Mar 803/815 8th St.
$475-495/mo * gas & elec.
2BRS avail, A/C, DM. 2nd lloor
balconies, all have ceiling fans,
sliding glass door some have extra closets in LR. laundry on site.
university shuttle pick-up. great
location, quiet. Cats OK for a
S400 non-ref. pet fee ♦ S25/mo
419-354-6036
wwwjjghighiandmgmt com

May houses • close to campus:
145 8 248Troup-3BR.
201 & 1/2 S College - 5 BR.
128 S 1/2 S Summit-6 BR,
Call 419-306-0736 lor full listings.
NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES'
4BR houses w/ A/C. W/D
208Troup -$1050/mo,
826 Second St - S850/mo,
835 Fifth St - S675/mo,
239 Manville - $850/mo,
241 Manville - $850/mo,
249 Manville - S1050/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S. College - $950/mo,
402 S College - S850/mo,
831 Fifth St.- $675/mo.
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman.
www.froboserentals com
Shamrock Studio Apia lor lease
Semester leases, furnished
We provide all util, cable. WiFi,
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd

$365-$395/mo + elec.
1BR apts avail, newly updated,
some have D/W, quiet building,
laundry on site, lots ol parking.
great location, avail now,
May. July & August.
www, bghighlandmgmt.com
Call 419-354-6036

The Homestead -130 Washington
1 BRw/study &2BR's$425-$650/mo + all utils.
Great location, walking distance
to campus and downtown, laundry on site, central A/C & heat,
ceiling lans. D/W, extra storage in
basement 419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt com
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Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
• WE luw Efficiencies, I Bcdrm>m .imi 1 Bedroom* AMdroents,
• in most coses, lunijshocl and unlunushcd arc Ihc same price.
• In moil cues, w Iter; sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE I MIS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Winter Street, Howling (irein. OH
Located Across From Taco Btll.
RENTAL OFFICE 14191 JS4-2260
Hours- Mofldat to Frith) - K:.W to 5:M • Saturday - 8:.W to 5:00
»»H.johnnr» loicrealrstale.com

Management Inc.

308 N. Enterprise $600

°"9h «
*> Ob,ec, of a kicking
game
51 State of matter
54 Like a thorough
update
57 Cutty _: historic
clipper ship
58 Agent inspired by
Chan
59 Like, with "to"
63 Minor crying wolf?
64 Egyptian viper
65 Napoleonic Wars
marshal

Sv'sTo 40" host
B°ad ETs^acU
Give a leg up
Showman Ziegfeld
Chest muscles, briefly
Oldest musketeer
Zadora of "Hairspray"
OAS member
Zookeeper's mam
squeeze?
38 Lassitude
39 DuPont's Fiber A. now
40 Worn symbol of support

VOTED BEST PIZZA 18 STRAIGHT YEARS
^SK ABOUT
3UR SPECIALS!
ee our coupon menu at
203 N. Main ^M11^ 352-5166
pisanellos.com

410-353-5800
www, meccabg .com

206 Crim $695

48 T

22
23
24
25
29
30
32
35
37

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedroom
• Close to campus

